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Providers Praise MTBC iPad EHR for
Increasing Productivity and Optimizing
Practices
SOMERSET, N.J., Dec. 17, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- MTBC (NASDAQ: MTBC), a leading
provider of fully-integrated, cloud-based healthcare IT solutions, today announced the
successful implementation and official launch of its iPad EHR app, iEHR, modeled after its
highly ranked WebEHR.

iEHR is the newest addition to MTBC's robust mHealth suite, which healthcare providers
have already embraced as an invaluable tool for their practices. Providers throughout the
country have also leveraged MTBC mHealth tools to electronically write prescriptions,
submit claims, securely communicate, check-in patients, and capture chart dictations.
 Building on MTBC's iRX, iCheckIn, iPHR, iBill and iDictate apps, the new iEHR app creates
a comprehensive mobile experience that is fully integrated with MTBC's web-based practice
management, EHR, and revenue cycle management solution.

iEHR has been quickly embraced by WebEHR users such as Dr. Davisson Edmond of
Family Health and Wellness Center in Oxford, Alabama, who are seeking to expand their
utilization to the mobile environment. According to Dr. Edmond, who has been using the pre-
launch version of the iEHR, "MTBC's iPad EHR is great!" He added, " I use it all the time and
so does my staff. It saves time, is convenient, and definitely increases our productivity."

"We are pleased to add iEHR to our comprehensive suite of mHealth and web-based
solutions," said MTBC President, Stephen Snyder. He added, "Our proprietary solutions help
providers streamline practice workflows, while reducing expenses and increasing revenues –
iEHR now extends these benefits to the mobile environment."

Providers can access their schedule, view patient eligibility, create charts, e-prescribe,
create a claim and do much more on the iEHR. To schedule a demo or for further details,
providers may contact MTBC's sales team at sales@mtbc.com or visit
http://www.mtbc.com/mtbc-iehr.aspx.

About MTBC (Nasdaq:MTBC):

MTBC is a healthcare information technology company that provides a fully integrated suite
of proprietary web-based solutions, together with related business services, to healthcare
providers practicing in ambulatory care settings. Our integrated Software-as-a-Service (or
SaaS) platform helps our customers increase revenues, streamline workflows and make
better business and clinical decisions, while reducing administrative burdens and operating
costs. For additional information, please visit our website at www.mtbc.com.
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